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Art

Know Your Art History
This series explores the essentials of two art movements in easy to follow and amusing programs.  
Significant artists, common art characteristics and techniques, and the context in which these developed 
are investigated.  

Stills from our new art titles

No Nonsense Renaissance
Want to impress your pals with your Renaissance art 
knowledge?! Our enthusiastic, art history loving narrator 
breaks down the context, key artists and art features that 
defined the Renaissance period.  Filled with fast-paced 
banter between our expert and his reluctant sidekick, this 
is a light, entertaining and contemporary take on the topic, 
sure to resonate with students.

2014  |  16 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

• Comprehension Questions

• Renaissance School

• Renaissance Discovery Poster Instructions

• Renaissance Discovery Poster Template

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources
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Impress with Impressionists
It’s hard to believe paintings of water lilies could be 
controversial, but that was exactly the case for the 
Impressionists. This is the story of a group of rebellious 
artists whose unconventional style stunned French critics 
and became the first movement in modern art. Narrated by 
an enthusiastic art history fan and his uninformed sidekick, 
this is a fun and contemporary take on the topic, sure to 
appeal to secondary school audiences. 

2014  |  13 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

• Comprehension Questions

• Group Painting Project

• Impressionism Discovery Poster Instructions

• Impressionism Discovery Poster Template

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources
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English
Stills from our new English titles

Improving Your Reading Vocabulary
When Bertram’s nemesis Sir Professor Teacher plants a 
bomb in the school’s boiler system, it’s up to Bertram and 
his favourite customer Polly to use their knowledge of 
vocabulary and reading strategies in order to make sense 
of a partly burned instruction manual.  Knowing about 
synonyms, morphemes, word families and context has 
never been more important!

2014  |  12 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACELA1537, ACELY1733, ACELY1743

• Synonyms and Antonyms

• Homonyms and Morphology

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver
A child genius turned undercover agent. His disguise: bookshop owner. The mission: solve a vengeful ex-
teacher’s deadly spelling and vocabulary challenges. This is Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver.
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Improving Your Writing Vocabulary
Bertram is invited to his former school to make a speech 
about improving vocabulary when writing. But when his 
most loyal customer Polly and his robot sidekick Vocab-Bot 
find him in a trance induced by the diabolical Sir Professor 
Teacher, they have to follow the strategies in Bertram’s 
speech to break the spell.  Will the effects of vocabulary 
choices on writing style, specificity and purpose be enough 
to reboot his mind?

2014  |  10 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACELA1547, ACELA1561, ACELA1571

• Choosing Precise Words

• The Right Words for Your Audience

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Basic Spelling Rules
Sir Professor Teacher has taken the internet hostage and 
Bertram has to complete a series of complex spelling 
challenges to stop him from shutting it down.  Along the 
way Bertram relies on helpful spelling rules for vowel pairs, 
suffixes, compound words and syllables.  There are always 
exceptions to the rule though!

Spelling for Effect
Bertram’s video blog about spelling for humour and 
characterisation doesn’t seem very popular – until one of his 
fans invites him to do a stand-up comedy routine! But when 
Bertram goes missing, his friends Polly and Vocab-bot must 
follow his trail of spelling corrections around the city to find 
him. Can oxymoron, malapropism and eye dialect really lead 
them to Bertram – and why can’t Vocab-Bot stop laughing?

2014  |  10 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

2014  |  12 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

ACELA1539, ACELA1549

ACELA1562

• Rules and Rule Breakers

• Word Breakups

• Confused by Homophones?

• Tricky Words and Wordplay

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Additional Resources
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Applying Spelling Rules
Engrossed in solving a crossword puzzle, Bertram fails to 
notice when the evil Sir Professor Teacher kidnaps his loyal 
customer Polly.  Forced to participate in a Deadly Spelling 
Bee to save her, Bertram has to rely on his knowledge of 
word patterns, acrostics, and word origins to solve the 
toughest of spelling challenges.  Will Sir Professor Teacher 
finally fail Bertram – or will Polly’s helpful tips save him from 
total spelling humiliation?

2014  |  12 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACELA1573

• Spelling Shortcuts

• Plural Spellings

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources
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Geography

Place and Liveability
This series explores the geographical concept of liveability, what influences it and how we can enhance it, 
especially for young people.

Crime, Safety and Liveability
What can be done to reduce crime, increase safety and 
improve liveability in different communities? This clip 
considers factors influencing crime rates and perceived 
safety, and compares relevant facts and statistics from two 
different Melbourne suburbs – Richmond and Camberwell.  
This is an ideal resource for introducing students to 
subjective and objective measures of liveability using actual 
data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

2014  |  12 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACHGK046

Stills from our new geography titles

• Making Sense of Population Statistics

• Crime and Safety Survey

• Promoting Community Safety

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources
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Improving Liveability: Case Studies in 
Urban Design
This clip looks at two case studies that feature local 
infrastructure projects aimed at improving aspects of 
liveability for the community. The first is an international 
example – Copenhagen’s cycling highways, and the second 
focuses on design features of Australian skate parks. 

Social Connectedness and Isolation
How does being socially connected or isolated affect the 
liveability of particular places?  This clip showcases the 
experiences of three young Australians in very different 
geographical locations:  the outback, outer suburbs and 
inner city. Each person shares the benefits and challenges 
that their place of residence offers in terms of being 
connected to their community – through examples like 
transportation, schooling, services and recreation.

2014  |  12 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

2014  |  8 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

ACHGK047

ACHGK046

• A Great Place to Live?

• Location Pros and Cons

• Create a Radio Ad

• Comprehension Questions

• Design a Park

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Additional Resources
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History
Stills from our new history titles

Causes of the Industrial Revolution
From 1700 until the beginning of the First World War in 1914, 
a period of great social, political and economic upheaval 
unfolded across the globe. There are many contributing 
factors that made the Industrial Revolution possible. In this 
program we focus on the agricultural revolution, the rise of 
the factory, the invention of the steam engine, and the role 
of Britain’s empire.

2014  |  16 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACDSEH017

• Cause and Effects in Agriculture 

• Timeline of Textile Industry Inventions

• Analysing a Historical Newspaper

• Infographic Map of Raw Materials

• Paintings from the Era

• Transcripts

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

The Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution was a key force in shaping the modern world.  This two part series investigates 
the causes and impacts of this ground breaking period of history. 
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Impacts of the Industrial Revolution
This program provides an overview of the most significant 
impacts on working conditions and the environment 
during and after the Industrial Revolution.  The time 
period is notorious for its dangerous factory conditions, 
lack of worker and child labour rights, and overcrowded, 
unsanitary and polluted cities. As a result, protests and new 
laws improved labour and environmental issues, though 
problems still exist today.

2014  |  17 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

• Factory Life – Writing a Narrative

• Historical Inquiry – Protesters and Reformers

• Matching Terms and Definitions

• Have we learned from our mistakes?

• Transcripts

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

ACDSEH082, ACDSEH080, ACDSEH081

Viking Life
When Mikey catches his neighbour practising for an 
upcoming film role as a Viking, he unexpectedly learns a 
whole lot about the real Vikings — and perhaps that his 
neighbour is taking his research just a little bit too far! This 
light-hearted and entertaining look at the Vikings is packed 
with fascinating information about the daily life of Vikings 
including home life, work, leisure, laws and society.  

2014  |  14 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACDSEH007

• Making Predictions

• Viking Vocab

• Lifestyles:  You vs the Vikings

• Viking War of Words

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

The Vikings
This engaging series explores essential Viking information in a memorable and fun way which is sure to 
appeal to history students.
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Viking Expansion
While practising for his upcoming acting role as a Viking, 
“Erik” gets a little carried away and ropes his neighbour 
Mikey into joining him on a modern day exploration 
mission, with a little bit of looting on the side! This light-
hearted and entertaining look at the Vikings is packed with 
fascinating information about Viking expansion, and how 
they were able to be such successful raiders, traders and 
explorers.

Erik the Red, Viking Legend
When a modern day Viking finds himself in police custody, 
being questioned over some bizarre recent activities, he 
tells the officer an almost unbelievable story – that of 
famous Viking, Erik the Red.  Can his fantastic tale really 
be true, or is this a case of one actor taking his upcoming 
Viking role too seriously? This is a light-hearted and 
entertaining look at Erik the Red’s significant contribution to 
Viking expansion and settlement.

2014  |  13 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

2014  |  9 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

ACDSEH047, ACDSEH048

ACDSEH049

• Check Your Viking Knowledge

• Viking Recruitment

• Vikings on the Vorld Vide Veb

• Mind Mapping Erik’s Story

• Famous Vikings and Their Origins

• Erik’s Board Game

• Viking Expansion Map

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Additional Resources
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Calculating Duration Across Time 
Zones
Calculating flight distances within and across time zones 
is a common need.  This clip investigates the arrival and 
departure times of someone travelling within and across 
times zones in Australia and Asia, using both 12 hour and 24 
hour time. Ideal for applying mathematical concepts to real 
world situations.

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACMMG199

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Mathematics
Stills from our new mathematics titles
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Small and Large Time Scales
This clip demonstrates the usefulness of scientific 
notation (standard form) to express very large and small 
numbers.  Examples worked through include evolutionary 
time periods, blinking, and the speed of light. Ideal for 
introducing or reinforcing concepts.

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACMMG219

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Finding the Area of Composite Shapes
Our narrator is helping to build a new playground. Her boss 
needs her to determine the area of different zones of the 
playground, some of which are composite shapes.  Follow 
along as she works through the best way to determine 
the area of each shape, including partitioning.  Ideal for 
applying mathematical concepts to real world situations.

Congruent Shapes and 
Transformations
Our narrator is planning the layout of a new playground; she 
needs to recognise properties that determine congruence 
and which transformations create congruent figures.  Follow 
along as she determines whether two figures are congruent 
after transformations (translation, reflection, rotation). Ideal 
for introducing or reinforcing concepts.

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115

ACMMG216

ACMMG200

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Additional Resources
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Proving Congruent Triangles
While building a barbeque shelter, our narrator’s boss 
puts her geometry skills to the test by asking her to 
mathematically prove that five triangular roof trusses are 
congruent triangles.  Follow along as she applies SSS, 
SAS, ASA, AAS proofs to her handiwork. Ideal for applying 
mathematical concepts to real world situations.

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACMMG243

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Congruence and Similarity in Plane 
Shapes
Our ‘tradie’ narrator is busy constructing a playground. 
Follow along as she goes beyond practical demonstrations 
to mathematically prove that she is creating sunshade 
shapes that are congruent or similar to the equipment they 
are covering. By applying logical reasoning, she is able to 
work through her proofs step by step. Ideal for applying 
mathematical concepts to real world situations.

2014  |  5 min   |  Australia  |  CC  |  AR  |  T115ACMMG244

• Worksheet

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources


